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IKI RJ¥SF
HJH ]F TJENKJS _QIUSJ _][JE - NUNKUQ QJV

 .RV¥JSJ W_YJS _NUSK JF O_JE ]NE^S ,IKFJ¥JF ¥N]E JINQE Q^ J_]NHF ]J¥NF
 MN]Y IF TNEJ RNQJHGI _JUJQLI O]H ][LIS VUPUI NWFM ]JEF _]EJS I]NHI
 .RNUM¥ RNYVJEJ RNWJ[W[ ,_JFJF ,RNQP ,_JVJP :RN[YLF ]N^W _NFI .NS_V HLE

._L¥]S _NFQ ISJHF L[LJ[SJ N¥U ,IHNY¥F TG]JESJ TUGJVS IE]U QPI
 INUJS]I TNSF RNFQ_^S TJQVFJ LFMSF RN[YLI TJJGS ,RN]N^WI JN]JN[F JSP

 .TNWI _EJ FQI _E IFNL]SJ F]WSQ L]KS TNF _]FLSI TNW _FFJ^S
.QE]^NQ JN]JI RW IQW ^^ QNGF .NEVNUJM E[JSS ILY^SQ VN]YF HQJU IKFJ¥JF
 NUYQ HW HFW IF _L¥]S _NF L_YJ _JL¥J] NHJSNQ HSQ NEF[I J_J]N^ N]LE

 .RNU^ ]YVS
 10 -P O^SF .]^NQ¥ ]YV _NFF _JUSE HJSQQ _PQQ MNQLI RNN_^J RN^JQ  ̂QNGF

._JUSEI TNFQ _JL¥J]I _HJFW TNF FQN^ RNU^
 ._JF] _JN_[JF¥ _JPJ]W_FJ HNLN _JPJ]W_F IKFJ¥JF GN[I ,IKI TSKF

 ”F  IV]G  QEQ[F“  IPJ]W_I  RJ_F  2006-F  I_NNI  IKFJ¥JFQ  IUJ^E]I  N_NNUY
 Q^ I_G[I RJ_ RW .TSMJG RJLU TJENKJSQ ”Jaffa“ IPJ]W_Q _JHJFWI ]JN[ _WFJ
 - RJ¥S _NJQ_ _YVJU IPJ]W_Q TJNW]I RW IKFJ¥JF NQE ]KL 2010-F JK IPJ]W_

.IKI RJ¥SQ
 ]F TJENKJSF IPJ]W_Q IKFJ¥JF ¥N]E NHN QW ]LFU^ R^ ,"IKI RJ¥SF" IPJ]W_F
 NU^ XJGJ "RW]F ]N¥" EJI TJ^E] XJG :_JHJFW NYJG NU^Q RN]JN[I RN¥QLU ,HJH

.”NM]Y ]N¥“ :EJI
 HFW JNQW ,RN¥QL I^NSLQ ¥QJLSI ,NQEMUSJUJS ]JN[ IUNI "RW]F ]N¥" _[JF¥
 LJ¥Q "IKI RJ¥SF" .IKI RJ¥SQ HLJNSF HWNN J_JEJ _JUJ]LEI RNN_U^F IKFJ¥JF
 NJQ  TF  NJQI  IVJN  QE]^N  _JSJ¥S  QPFJ  IKI  RJ¥SF  RJQ^  NIN"  _FJ_PI  OJ_S
 IE[SU ]^E ,_N]FWF JK I^H¥I _FJ_P ."RJQ  ̂JN^WSF IP]F EJF_ XJ¥^I I^W
 _LE I]J^F I¥J¥L I_NNI ,1861 _U^F TEUN] N_Y][I GJQJENP]EI N"W IUJ^E]Q
 JUNE ]W^I( RW]F ¥N_WI ]YPQ ZJLS HSW^ ,_VUPI _NF Q^ ]W^I XJ¥^S QW
 ¥_WIJ VN]YF ]FJQI TJENKJSF I_W ]JS^ XJ¥^SI TS H]^^ ¥QLI .)]_EF HJW

 .HJH ]F TJENKJSF G[JS JUSS

 HWNNS JNQE RJ¥SI RG OE ,IPJ]W_I _SNN¥_S JF TJENKJSI EJI "IKI RJ¥SF"
 RW  GJQENH  RNN¥S  ]JN[I  .RW]F  ZJFN¥  Q^  QPJEI  ]HL  EJIJ  ]JN[I  _E  TSEI
 RW]F ]YPF ZJFN¥I N]FL JF^N IF IYJ¥_IS RW]F ZJFN¥ TJNP]E OJ_S RNSJQN[
 ,LS^J NUJWF[ NFNEUI TJUGVJ RNNFNME]JGNY _JHJVN QW I]NS^ OJ_ .)1951-1949(
 IW[II _E ."IKI RJ¥SI" Q^ FP]JSI ]FWF TUJF_IQ IYJ[I _E TSEI TNSKS

.IPJ]W_F QYJMSI RJQN[F _JE]Q ]^YE QPJEI ]HL ]N¥Q
."NM]Y ]N¥" ENIJ _YVJU I[JF¥ X][Q TSEI ]LF JK X¥NI _QJHG IHJFWQ ,]JSEP
 TQJPQ  X_J^SI  ._JUJ]LEI  RNU^I  I]^W  RN_^  O]JEQ  J]NJ[  JQE  _JHJFW  XJG
 RN_FF ,_JSJ¥S R_JEQ ]^¥IFJ RNNYN[YV _JSJ¥SF "_JNJQ_" TI^ IHFJWI EJI
 T¥QLF J]NJ[ JQE _J]N[N .RN]FLJ ILY^S NUF Q^ "QPJE ]HL"F RN_WQJ RNNM]Y
 RNN_JUSE RNM¥NJ]Y QW TSEI Q^ J_HJFWQ QNF¥SF ,RNJVS RHE ]JFW HLJNSF
 _JHJFWF JL_JYN  ̂_JUJNW]Q "_J[N¥V" _JJIS JE IQE RNM¥NJ]YS _JUJKNU ,RN]LE

 ._J]LE
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_JUSEI _JW[SEF IUJF _JU]_L :RW]FF IKFJ¥JF
FGUF TJN]JG TF _MNV]FNUJE – IUJN NVJN ’YJ]Y

 ]EKNU Q  ̂NHJWN_I JM]VF - _J¥KL _JLY EQ OE - _JW^W^S ]_JNI _JU[VI _LE
 ,^S  ̂_NFQ _NSJ]H IQY^I ]JKEF E[SUI ]JGW F^JSF ¥VW  ̂,)2000( ”ME¥“ TVL
 .F^JSI N]FLS HLE TNFQ NESNFI TNF RNQIU_SI RN]FH NYJQNL _WF _^L]_S
 IWN_]I Q  ̂I]J¥S _E ]NFVIQ ,TMVNH]JP E[JN ,^NEIS NESNFI ^¥FS JK IU[VF
 J^]JG^ RNUNMVQYI JNF^J_FJ )]J’GW( ]YPI Q^ J]FWF ¥JVWQ F^JSI NF^J_ Q^
 ][LF _J]YI Q^ R_VFEI QW L]JM JHJWF ._JES[WI _SLQS Q^ IPQISF R^S
 IY JNI^ WHJN EQ ]JSL ¥]“ :FN^SJ JK IWN_] LPJUQ IINS_ ^NEI WNFS ,_Y]I

    .”JUNUYQ RNF]W

 .FNFE Q_ Q^ ¥MSUNVF J_W^F T]¥JI^ M]VI NYJ[ F]¥F R] ¥JL[Q R]G IUWSI
 Q^ J_JIKF I[JWU JK IQE^Q IFJ^_I R_VI TS ?IKI IUWSF W^W^S IP INI IS
 IY^F ]SJQ KWI ,NEQ¥L ,IK ^NE IUI .IUWSI _E ¥YNV EJI JF^ TYJEFJ ]FJHI
 ^NEI ,_EKS I]_N .]SJQ RN^^JL OE RNWHJN RNF] IP I_JE^ _SEI _E IMJ^Y
 JLN^ TF^ OPSJ ISQ[SI QJSQ RN]FHI _E ]SJE EJI^ OPS H]MJS IE]U EQ
 ZSES  QP  EQQJ  VN]_IQ  TJNVNU  QP  EQQ  RN]FHI  _E  ]SJE  EJI  .NUNMVQY  EJI

 ._NEKJ]Y RNNL _HFJWP RNG[JS RI - Q[U_IQ

 ENI  -  _N_JF]_J  _NMNQJY  ,_N]JMVNI  IS]H  Q^  IKP]SF  RG  _E[SU  JK  IHFJW
 HLE QP  .RNSHI NJJ]J  O^JSSI NUNMVQY-NQE]^NI OJVPVI Q^ JKP]SF _F[NU
 N]ENUNQ  NSJEQ  FNM]U  GN[IQ  RNQHU-N_QF  RN[SES  I^JW  OJVPVF  RNHH[IS
 .IFN]SI  _SHEQ  NFNVJQ¥V¥E  TYJEF  J_JE  _]^J¥I  _J^HL_IJ  INNL_  Q^
 QW I]JEPQ IHNWS OJVPVQ RNHH[I NU^ Q^ RNFNM]UIS _Y¥_^SI IN]JMVNII
 .RJH¥IJ ¥JL]I J]FW QE J_JE _E^JUI IKNLE ,RJ¥SF H[ QP Q  ̂IYN[]I J_KNLE
 TPJ^P VY_U EJI ,TPFJ ?_JIK RJ¥SI QW JN_JWNF_ E^JU^ IK ,]LEI RW IS OE
 EJI  _WPJ  ;IFN]SI  _SHE  Q^  IN_JQJFGQ  ZJLS  JN_J]J¥S^  IKP  ,RJ¥SF  NUSK
 - ]_VUI JE NJQGI - TJKLI ,TPE .TSKF ISJL_ RJ¥SF J_JI^^ NJ[]-N_QF L]JE
 OJYIQJ ]LEI Q  ̂_UNJWIJ I]KI J_JLPJUS RJ¥SI _E ]IMQ EJI RNHH[I NU  ̂Q^

.ISJEI Q^ ”RNNMU_JEI“ IN_JUFJ INUF ¥] JUP^N JF RJ¥SQ IFN]SI _SHE _E
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 RNNS^]I INUPJV RNF_JPJ RNLVUS JF TYJEQ ]¥NWF IUJPU RN]FHI Q^ JK IG[I
 RNUPJV OE .RIQ^ NSJEQI FNM]UI _E – HLEP RNNUNMVQYJ RNHJIN – ISJEI Q^
 _E RN]NHGSJ RNNSJEQI RNFNM]UI _E RN^FGS^ RNHNLNI RNS]JGI RUNE IQE
 IQJWI _JQNWYQ I]JY ]P _¥YVS ,INUPJV QQ^ QW ,_NL]KEI I]FLI .RIN_JQJFG
 _E]J¥I _JQNWYQ NJMNF _U_JU RG ENI OE ,RNNS^]I RNFNM]UI RW HLE IU¥F
 ,JK _JQNWY .RIQ^ NFNVJQ¥V¥EIJ N]ENUNQI TJNGNII QW _]W]WSJ RINQW ]GN_

.RNNHHI VJNYJ I]PI R^Q NL]PI HW[P _VY_U ,IKI TJNGNII _E I]YS^

 HN¥Y_ IE^U HNS_ ,RNUJ^I INNJMNFJ INWYJS QW _N_JUSEIJ _N_JF]_I _JQNWYI
 TS _[¥S RN¥YVS _NMVQY _JUSEJ TJ]MEN_ ,WJUQJ¥ ,_J]YV .IK ]^¥IF FJ^L
 _JF]_I  Q^ IHN¥Y_  _E  _Y¥^S ENI  ._N^WU  IK  GJVS  _JQNWY  TIF^ _J]NKI
 TJSMI  NU]_LI  HJVNI  OE  ._NH]GUJJE  _JQNWYP  ,_NU]_L  _JQNWYP  _JUSEIJ
 NHN  QW  O]HJS  JUNE  EJI  ,IS^Q  _JU]_L  RH¥Q  ^¥FS  JUNE  IK  GJVS  _JQNWYF
 ,NUNHSI JSJN¥ QWJ NHJINI FNM¥QJ¥I Q^ _NVNVFI _JNSNMNGQI QW ]W]WQ TJ[]
 FJM N_]FL ]HV Q^ JFJ[NWQ _NL]PI JK _JU]_L^ IUJSEI NHN-QW ILUJS EQE
 IQ^ NSJEQI FNM]UF ISJEI Q^ IN]JMVNII N¥]Y QP Q^ IQPII .]_JN NUESJIJ
-QW ,TJSNNV ]’GJ] XJVJQNYI ]SJE – RINUNF^ RNQYEI RGJ RN]IJKI RG ,NL]PI

1 .ISJE QP Q^ _N]VJSI I_JL_Y_I _EJ _N_JF]_I I_LNS[ _E ]^YEQ _US
 

 ¥N]E JINQE Q^ N_JUSEI QWYSI _E IJJQS JK _N]VJSJ _NMNQJY IUFJ_^ ISJH
 _JUSEI  IH^F  RNQWJYI  RNF]  RNUSE  Q^  RIN_JF¥WF  WVJY  EJI  .IKFJ¥JF
 TJ^]G  ,VJQ^  _J]  ,TJJ]¥  NUH  ,RKF  NQ_YU  ,M]IUNNM^  F¥WN  TJGP  ,_NQE]^NI
 _JUYQ RN^¥FSI ,RN]LEJ  TJVS]FE N]EQ ,TG  TIP VLUY ,NUJ^]G  I^S ,QYVNU¥
 _NFNM¥QJ¥I IWHJ_F J_JE LNPUIQ OPNYQJ RIN_JHJFWF NUNMVQYI ]LEQ RJ¥S
 GJ[NN .IQE RNUSE Q^ RNHJIN R_JNI _HFJW _E TNN[Q FJ^L .NHJINI ]JFN[I Q^
 ]G_ES EJI _NQE]^N _JL]KE RNE^JUI RNUNMVQY RNUSE NHN-QW NUNMVQYI H[I

2 ._NUNMVQYI R_JIK RW ISNQIF _JE[SU RIN_JHJFW TP^ ,_JLY

 _]G_ES IUNI  QE]^NF  QWJYI NHJINI  TSEI Q^ I]N[NI  _EK  IUNLFS^ ,TEPS
 NSJEQI  FNM]UI  OJ_F  ]LEI  _E  QNPIQ  JUJ[]  _E  _Y¥^S  ENI^ RJ^S  ,]_JN

  Roger I. Simon, Remembrance, Learning, and Ethics, New York: Palgrave The Touch of the Past .1

.Macmillan, 2005    

   ]¥^E IVNUE ,NHFEW HFW ,I]¥^-JFE REVW TJGP ,_NQE]^N _JL]KE RNE^JUI RNUNMVQY RNUSE Q^ RIN_JHJFW .2

 ^YU NMJFNLFJ _J^¥ _JSQNHF IYJ[] IS[W JK _JIK^ XE QW ,_NUNMVQYI R_JIK RW ISNQIF _JE[SU ,HPEJJ XN]^J    

.QE]^NF _JUSEI IH^F RN][JNJ _NQE]^NI I]FLF RNNLJ RNQWJY RI^ IHFJWI X¥J_S _EKJ ,FJ]Q    

 ¥KL_QJ RNN¥Q J_QJPNF QFLSI R]JGP ,”IW]YI”P WNYJS ]LEI ]^EP RG ,JQ^
 _JHW ENI _N_JUSEI J_QJWY .ILJUNUJ IHNPQ ,IYJ][ INJJIP _NSJEQI J_JIK _E
-N_QFI _JNMUJJQ]Q _JHW ENI ,N_JUSEQ NMNQJYI TNF NL]PIIJ ^¥F_SI ]JFNLQ
 ENI  .TSEI  QWJYJ  NL  IF  _NMNQJYI  _JEN[SQ  _N_JUSEI  INN^WI  Q^  _WUSU
 ENI ,_NMNQJYJ _N]VJS IHSW MJ¥UQ J_FJLS ]WU_IQ QJPN JUNE TSEI^ _HSQS
 _JNMJ¥E _JNSJN¥ _JNWFS RQW_IQ _^¥FSI _N_JUSE INN^W QP^ OPQ ILPJI
 M¥EQ I_PNYIF I]N[NI _E _UPVS ,QWJYJ NL EJI IF _JEN[SI _E _JUNNYESI

.ONFSJ IJS_ ,NMVNY¥VE

 ]N^N  GJQENH  QIUS IKFJ¥JF^ ISJH  ,QNWQ  TNJ[  RS^^ RNHJINI  RNUSEI QQPS
 –  VN]_S  GJQENH  QINU  J]J_F^  ,TJVS]FE  N]EQ  Q^  JN_JHJFW  RW  N_JWS^SJ
 RUNNUW^J N¥[N]K XVJN Q^ RNQ]JJ¥EI RW )1995( ”IFJ[“ JN]JN[ _]HV _JW[SEF
 GJQENH  RNQIUS  RUNE  IKFJ¥JF  RGJ  TJVS]FE  RG  .IFJ[  ZJFN¥  Q^  JNYJU  INI
 JNGJ[NN  RW  EQE -  WFM NYJU  JE  _JN^JUE  _JNJSH  IQE RE TNF  –  NM]¥UJ¥I RW

.RNNJSNH RW ,NM]¥UJ¥I Q^ RNNQEJKNJI

 Q^ TJ]JJNWI“  INI JUNNUW  .RNUY N_^Q WS_^I EQ TJVS]FE Q^ JN]JN[F ]VSI
 _NQE]^NI _JUSEF ISGS X¥^SI TJ]JJNW ,]NS_ NQM _EK I]EN_^ NYP ,”N¥[N]K
 TJVS]FE Q^ RN]JN[I _]HV 3 .RJ¥SI Q^ NUNMVQYI ]FWI _¥NLS Q^ IN_J]JHQ
 _QJWY  .RN¥IFJS  RNNMNQJYJ  RNNM¥]MVFE  ,RNNQEJMYVUJ¥  _JHJVNF  IUNNYE_I
 _JEN[SI ^JM^MF ,I¥NLSF ,ILN]SF ISP_VI TJ_NWI NYH NUY QW JQ^ QJLPSI
 NUNMVQYI ]FWI Q^ ^JM^MI _QJWY QW _KS]SI ,WF[I NS_PQ ]FWS _UPJ^I
 _NM¥]MVFE ]JSEP ENI  ̂,TJVS]FE Q  ̂_JHJFWI _]HV .QE]^NF _JUSEI IH^F
 ,_NM¥]MVFEI  _JUSEI  IQWJ_  H[NP  _JE]IQ  I^¥NF  ,IHJVNF  _NQEJMYVUJ¥J
 ,_WHJS EQ NQJE ,_NMNQJY IQJWYQ ,RN^HL RN¥YJE _QJPVE Q^ I^]HS _NFS
 N]FWI ]YPI Q^ OHNES J_LPUIJ NUNMVQYI ]YPI _¥NLS Q^ ,]FWI _¥NLS Q^

.RN]FHI Q^ NWFMI ]HVI _E ,JNQES TFJSI _E X¥^SI ]FHP

 RW]F  ZJFN¥F  _J¥VJW^  ,IKFJ¥JF  Q^  JN_JHJFW  ,TJVS]FEQ  HJGNUF  ,_EK  RW
 NUNMVQYI ]FWI _E _JUSKS TI RG^ _J]SQ ,IUJ^ NYJE _JE^JU  ,RW]NF ]YPJ

.1995 ,_JUSEQ IN]QG ZJFN¥I ,FNFE Q_ ,)IPJ]W_ GJQM¥( tsova :TJVS]FE N]EQ ,”TJ]JJNWJ IM^YI :IFJ[“ ,]NS_ ,NQM .3
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 GJQENH  _JSNN¥S  IKFJ¥JF  Q^  JN_JHJFW  .TUJF_SI  Q^  JNUNW  QJSQ  RJ¥SI  Q^
 _JHJVNI  QW  ]SJ^  EJI^  OJ_  .JS[W  ZJFN¥I  TJNP]EF  RNE[SUI  RNSJQN[  RW
 .JN]JN[F  ^HLS  R_JE  FNP]SJ  ¥]YS  EJI  ,RNSJQN[IS  RNMFNUI  RNNFNM]JGNYI
 _JQHQ ]^YES  ̂,_JNJIK Q  ̂R^J] F] QFU]¥ ,FNI]S NYJ¥VJHNNQ¥ W[S :IE[J_I

.IJJII RW I]JYJ ^HL GJQENH RNN¥QJ ]FWI QW _J^HL _JNJU^]YJ _JNJWS^S

 .ZJFN¥I NNL Q  ̂HNPQJ HNLE WFS _J][JNI _JUJ  ̂_JU[V ^SL _J^]YU JUUNW QJSQ
 _LS^  ,KNQWI  HJVNI  .RNNQNHNE  ZJFN¥  NNL  ,INQ]JMVY  ,JNUY-QW  ,_NQGU  JUUNWQ
 JN_JHJFW  _E  JI^S _J]NPKSI  ,”_JQJGWI“  _JNJSHI  ,RN¥IJFI  RNWF[I  ,RNNLI
 RG ._[QJW _JNGNGL JQE _JU[VF RN]EJ_SI RNWJ]NEQ RNJJ^S ,VNMS N]UI Q^

.IQJSQ X¥^UIS TNWI Q^ I_JGUW_I _E RN[WS ,JNUJJGJ JNWF[ QQ^ QW ,XJUI

 JSP IN]JFNGJ _NFNEUI _JUSEI Q^ I_E]^IF QWJY IKFJ¥JF NP ISHU ,JNUY QW
 FQ  _JFJ^  _JU[V  _GGJLI  _JUSE  -  TJVM]FJ]  N]S  IUE  ,TGJG  QJEY  ,JVJ]  N]UE
 RW INUJS]IJ _JN_JHQN ,_JNSNMYJE ,_JUUW] ,_JSNS_ ,RJ_ ,_JM^Y .]YPI NNLS
 WVSQ ¥¥KU EQ IKFJ¥JF^ FJ^LQ RG ]^YEJ .JK _JUSE Q^ INUSSVS RI – WFMI
 J_HJFW TP^ ,IK N_JUSE TJUGV Q^ JQN[F _JVLQ NHP RJ¥SI _JQJFGQ ZJLS ¥JL]
 Q^ RN¥IFJSI INGN[US HLE ,NSJ¥S ]JFNG Q^ JN_JHJFW RW I]N^N I¥NK _SNN¥S

 TG ZJFN¥ ]FL INI^ ,TJSNV TULJN TSEI :QE]^NF _JUSEI IH^F _NFNEUI _JUSEI
 .JNYJUJ ZJFN¥I NNL Q^ RNNQNHNE RNWFS ¥YVQ FNMNI^J QEJS^

 _JF]F ]KJLJ  F^^ ”QJQW_“ -  TNWI _E H[ W_YQ^ NU]_LI HJVNI EQSQE OE
 IS _E QMFSJ JMJYN^ _E ]NSLS TUJF_SI NQJE INI – IKFJ¥JF Q^ JN_JHJFWS
 TJ[]I ,]JSEP ._NFNEUI _JUSEI Q  ̂^JHNL ]HWU NJ¥NLP JE ^MN¥P JNUNW _JEJ]^
 NP TUJF_SI Q^ J^E]F IUFJ_I IQJW W_YQ NP ,JFNEF WHGU IKP MJYN^ OJ]WQ
 ,_JNJSH QNPS^ FNI]SI ’KEQJ¥I^ ,]YJI RN]FHI ]HV^ ,”]H_VS EQ IY JI^S“
 TUJF_SQ  ]JJL_S  W_YQ  .JUNS  JUNEF^  TNS  Q^  FJF]W  X¥^S  ,RNYJUJ  RNUFS
 J_JE  HN¥Y_Q  IIK  IKFJ¥JF  Q^  JN_JHJFWF  TJSNV  TULJN  EQSS  J_JE  HN¥Y_I^
 Q^ JN_JHJFW TIJ TJSNV Q^ JN_JHJFW TI .TJVS]FE Q^ JN_JHJFWF N¥[N]K EQNS
 _NU]_LI QJLPSI _QJWY _W[F_S JNQW^ NMSKMUYI W¥]I _E _J¥YVS N¥N[N]K

.IKFJ¥JF Q^J TJVS]FE Q^

 RNWNYJSI RNUFSI ]JEN_F ]FP NJMNF  NHNQ  IEF IKFJ¥JF  Q^ IUJFI _JU]_LI
 ,JQ OJSVI JQNVI QHGS QW - ZJFN¥I Q^ RNNUNNYJEI RNUFSQ ._JUJ^I _JU[VF
 IESF QWY^(  ¥N_WI _VUPI _NF Q^ F]L TFE TNNUF  :RN]LE RNUFS RNY]M[S
 ,JN]W^F  JF[NU^  RNNUJNI  RNHJSWI  NHN]^  QW  )U”IVQ  _N^NSLIJ  _NWNF]I
 QW^ ,TJSWY QHGSJ _JHNS FL] _J_^¥ ]W^ RNJJQU INQE^ _NUJ]SI INNVUPIJ
 _NF( RJH¥I ]FWI Q^ I]JM¥MNP]EI _Y]M[S ,TP NP IUIJ .FQ[ VVJU_S J^E]
 TIJ )ZJFN¥I NUFS( IJJII Q^J )INNVUPI( ]LJESI ]FWI Q^ JKQ )¥N_WI _VUPI
 Q^ JNQJGQNG QW RN]YVS RI ._LE IUJWFJ _WF N_JKL X[]J HJGNU JNHLN _J][JN
 RUNEJ ]FH ]NVLIQ RN^¥FS RUNE RI :JNF^J_ Q^ IYJQL_I QW RNKS]SJ RJ¥S

.RJES ]N_VIQ RN^¥FS

 ]^EP TUJF_SI Q^ JNUNW QJS ]_JN QJHG LYU RNVYJ_J RNPQJI HJGNUIJ ISQ^II
 _N_JF^NN_II  IS]HI  Q^  IKP]SF  .IHJFWI  Q^  IP]JEQJ  IFLJ]Q  HHJU  JMFS
 :RJ¥SI  QE  RHEI  _E  _J_JFWF  _]^J¥I  IQJWYI  ,_UUJPSI  IQJWYI  _HSJW
 RNSQ_ ^]JL^ RJHEI ]JM¥]MI _QJWYF TI _Y¥_^S JK IHJFW .ISHEI _HJFW
 _JUJ]PNKI N]FHF .ISHEF ]HWS _JW[SEF ]YJLI NEQ¥LI _QJWYF TIJ W¥]¥F
 _JQW_II  _^JL_Q  HI  ,JNK  I¥F]  ZJFN¥I  _]FL  I¥NUWS  ,IQE  RNSNS  IQ^
 ISS^Q RNUJSE RNWF^U JULUE RJHEI ]JM¥]MI QWS“ :IQE _JQJWY IUNNYE^
4.”JUNUYQ IJLQY RNNSJ¥S RNLEQY^ ISHEI _E RNLQYSJ N]Y N[W IF RNWJMU^

  QW HJH ]F I^SJ IFJM Q^ J_FJ RW]F ZFN¥ NHVNNSS IUNI JNK I¥F] .4/11/2011 RW ]F ZJFN¥ TJQW ,TJEN^ ,JNK I¥F] .4

TJENKJSI NJ]¥ RS^   
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 RNN]FW RNHFJW :HN_WJ IJJI ,]FW ZJFN¥I NNLS JK IU[V JNHLN _]KJ^ TP RE IUI 
 MFNUI IKLSI .¥N_WI _VUPI _NF Q^ JNHN]^ QJS QE IHJFWI ^JFNPF RN¥VJW
 F_JP^ NYP ,_NU]HJSI _JNSJEQI Q^ VJUENI NUY _E QPS ]_JN X¥^S ]JN[IS
 ISHN¥  R^Q  _QWJY  ENI^  HJWF  .)Tom Nairn(  TE]NU  RJ_  _JNSJEQI  ]¥JL

5 .RJH¥I ]FWI TS I_E]^I _E _¥UJN _JNSJEQI ,ISJEI Q^ IN[KNU]HJSJ

 ]YVS _JF[NU – ISHEI  ^JFNP OPNYQJ - IHJFWI ^JFNP _QJWY Q^ INHH[ NU^Q
 ]FJHS :¥YVF _QMJS IUNE NUSNI IH[Q _JF[NUI _JNJSHI ^SL Q  ̂T_JIK ._JNJSH
 _JJLEF RN]FJLS ,RNUUE^ ,RN]FG NU^ JUNUYQ RNF[NU IUI .ZJFN¥ N]FLFJ _J]FLF
 _JQS^F  _JNJMW  RN^U  ^JQ^  IUIJ  .RINUY  QW  IPJVU  TJLMNF  _^]EJ  ,RNW]
 _E  R¥SS  TSEI  .HJ¥N]FJ  QJLSF  _JE[JN  ,_JNUJWF[I  TIN_J]SE  QW  ,_JP]E
 ,_^HL_S _JN_N^E]F QW HSQS IKLSI .ZJFN¥I Q^ _FQFQSI J_NKLF _JNJSHI
 RNFQ_^S JQE _JNJSH ^SL Q^ R¥JVNWJ R_JKL^ HJWF OE .RNNL _JJHLJ IJJQ^
 IQES^Q _JF[NUI _JNJSHI ^JQ^ ,ISNFI KP]SF _JSNN¥_SI _JQJWYI RW FMNI
-FW ]FGJ NHNQN-NUNMVQY ^JFQ _JMJW RN^U N_^ RNEJ] JUE ._JU]¥V _J]]JWS
 TSEI .]JL^ Q¥WJ I]JL[ INNYP IVPS ]FGI Q^ J^E] _E .]JSL QW FJP] RY^

.INNVUPI Q^ I_NKLF _JNJSHI _E R¥SS
 

 N_HI TLQJYI RJ¥S TNFQ RNN]J¥SI RJ¥SI NF^J_ TNF _JHNPQQ QJPNFP RNHW JUE
 _E  NJQ_  .]¥NWJ  QQP  ]J]F  JUNE  ]FHI  OE  RNUNMVQYF  ]FJHS  ,JNUY  QW  .RIQ^
 ]FJHS TPE^ FJ^LQ _]^YES TUJF_SI NUYF _G[JSI IU[VI ,HLS .RNQEJ^ NS
 _JNJSHQ  J_E]^I  _E  QJE^Q  ]LF  TSEI^ RNWHJN  JUE  ,OHNES  OE  RNUNMVQYF
 ZJFN¥  _J]FL  RNHW_S  RNSJQN[I  .ZJFN¥I  TJNP]EF  RNE[SUI  RNSJQN[IS  JQE
 J_JIK^ ]JSLI FPJ] _E THN[Q Q_^J _J^WQ QNHGI EJI ._JNF]WQ _J^YL_SI
-NF]W JE ,RJ¥SI TF NF]W ,NF]WQ ^YJLSI NHJIN EJI REI .IWJHN IUNE _N_NSEI
 Q^ I]^Y IS ?JUUNWQ IQGUI _JNJIKI KUMW^ Q^ J]^Y IS ._WHQ TNE  ?NHJIN
 ,RN_NWQ ._JF] _JNJ]^YE IFJLF _USJM JK  IQJWY ,WJHNP ?_J^YL_II _QJWY
 RN_NWQJ ,I_J¥LQ ^¥FS XEJ IMJW EJI INUY _E^ _JSHQ HJFP ^LJ] ^YL_SI

 .IQ KF EJI _J]LE

 NF^J_Q  IHNLE  I^NG  I]HWU  IUN_^QYF  _N[JQLI  _JF^NN_II  ]JYNV  ,WJHNP
 ,IQNQ^FJ IQF¥F OJ]P INI EJI ,RN^YL_SQ ISJHF .RINNL _JL]JEQJ RJ¥SI
 I^NG QW I]^NF ]JYNVI Q^ J_QNL_ ,RJ¥S QPS .KJFFJ HJFPF ,¥JLN]FJ NJ¥NLF

.Tom Nairn, Faces of Nationalism: Janus Revisited Verso, 1997 .5

 H]YU N_QF ¥QLQ OJYIQJ FL]SF FQ_^IQ _^¥FSI I^NG ,RJ¥SI NYQP _HIJE
 Z]EQ FJ^Q ¥] EQ RNHJINI QW IQNMI“ ,QNNE QNG F_JP^ NYP ,”_JUJN[I“ .JUSS
 .RN[JQLQ OJYIQJ _JQGI NUSNV _E QN^IQ ,RS[W _E T¥_Q RG EQE ,XJGF QE]^N
 FKPE EQ ]J¥SQ ,JQE ¥J¥NKJ TJ¥N_ ]^YESI RJ¥SI TI _LE _FF I^WU ’L]KSI‘
 Q^ J_WHQ ”.I^HLQ IU^NI _JIKI TNF ]F^I _E RNEMFSI RNN^LJS RNQSV Q^
 EJI ,KE TP^ ,IUNHSI Q^ I_S¥I ]LEQ NHJVN TYJEF I_U_^I JK I^NG QNNE QNG
 ’L]KSI‘ Q^ I]JYMSI IU¥J] J_]GVSF^ ZEJS ONQI_Q RNHW JUE“ ,F_JPJ XNVJS

 6.”I_JHNPQ _E IHFNEJ ,]FWF I¥NKLI IF^ _JWS^SI TS

 ZJFN¥I N]FL Q^ R_JSH _E TSEI QE^ RIS^ TJNP]EI NSJQN[^ TNN[Q ^N TEP
 _S¥I ]LEQ IU^ ,1949  _U^F R¥JI^ ,ZJFN¥I NNL Q^ NJJI HW_S RN^YJLSI
 I]JYMSI I]JSE JF THNWF _N^WU RN^UI Q  ̂_J^YL_II _QJWY  ̂,TEPS .IUNHSI
 ONQI_ QNL_S JF^ THNWF _N^WU ENI ;_NFJNLI I_JWS^S _E HFEQ L]KSI Q^
 TJSNVI^ ]^YE .”L]KSI TS RV¥I _]VI“ QNNE QNG ]E_S^ NYP ,J_NQP_^ ZEJS
 ,TJWMQ ^¥FS QNNE QNG^ NYP IHLJ I]J]F IUNE TSKI ]N[ QW ]F^I _HJ¥U Q^
 TJ]¥NWI  QQP  O]HF  .IK  GJVS  N¥UJ  HL  ]F^  RNN¥_S  _J¥JL]  RN_NWQ  ¥]  TP^
 QW  HNWS  JUNE  _JUYJE  NYJQNL  Q^J  RNNL  _JL]JE  Q^  NJUN^I  NPNQI_F  MQ^I
 IL¥]S RN][JNJ _LE IYNYPF RN]H IJJIJ ]FW :NHN]FNI EJI ,IYJ][ INGJQJUJ]P
 ]LEQ _JF^NN_II M¥NJ]Y Q^ J_JQIU_I ,JNUY QW .TSK  Q^ _JNMU]IJ¥ _]HWU
 T 9s 9NJְ“  :WFJ¥I TJNGI NY-QW WU  EJIJ  QNNE  WN[S^ IULFIQ IUJW  IUNHSI _S¥I
 RSJ¥S _E _JUYQ RN^]HU JQ^ _J]JYMSIJ ”L]KSI“ ,]SJQP .”‾EN[ִｰｯ s 9H 9L NUֵｪְSִ
 ZJFN¥ Q^ I]¥SF TI HJSQQ T_NU^ NYP ,IK ONQI_ OE ,JQ^ _J]JYMSQJ F]WSQ
 HIHIQ ON^SI ]FWI TP^ ,I]¥ EQ ,RN]LE RNF] RNFJ^NN Q^ I]¥SF TIJ RW]F
 JUQ^ ZJF¥Q EJ]¥Q“ ,JNK _QEJ^ ,”JU]LF ISQ“ .KE Q^ IJJIF ]SJQP ,IJJIF KJWF
 _WFG‘ ?’QNQGI TNW‘ Q^SQ EQ ISQ ?_JNP^SIQ TJ[] ?N]JMVNI ]^¥ ?RW]F E¥JJH
 :EFI IUWSI _E JNK _¥YVS IQE _JQE^Q ”?’_J]WNI ]YP‘ ?’RN]J[ _NF‘ ?’LJY_
 IWJ]Y _NL]KS I]NJE JF  I_NNI .JUFQ _E O^S^ ^JMUI ]YPF JI^S JF  INI“
 O^S INNVUPI TJSWY ,RNSJQN[Q EQYU W¥] INI ¥N_WI _VUPI _NF ,_NMUSJ]J
 RNF]WQ JU^YL_I RN]JYF .JNUJHUH _E WJS^Q NHP QFLF JUP^S JULUEJ JUFNQ _E
 QP .RN]SI _JF]¥I N]LE FQ_^IQ JUN[] ._JNYPF JUYMW JUN^E]J JU]EJJ[ _EJ
.”VJNYF JUSEIJ JUN[] JN^PWJ FNJE JNI RNF]WI TSKS EQ .JUQ^ JNI Z]EI NFL]S

 .12 'SW ,2005 ,HLJESI ZJFN¥I / RNQ^J]NF ]NQ TJ TJPS ,L]KSI TS RV¥I _]VI ,QNNE QNG .6
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 .”_JNYPF JUYMW JUN^E]J JUN]EJJ[ _EJ RNF]WQ JU^YL_I“ ,JNK _F_JP ,”RN]JYF“
 TJNP]EI NSJQN[F _HWJ_S^J JNK _]E_S^ _J^YL_II _QJWYF _JE]Q T_NU REI
 _JMWQ  RJ¥SI  Q^  RN^HLI  JNF^J_  Q^  I¥J^_Q  NJMNF  RJ^S  ,ZJFN¥I  Q^
 JK IQJWYF ^N REI ?RNN]J¥SI RJ¥SI NUPJ^ Q^ ,RN]LE Q^ R_JIK _E RINQW
 IWJ]YI _NL]KSI I]NJJEI“ RW GKS_IQ ZJFN¥I N]FL Q^ RUJ[]Q NJMNF RJ^S
 _E J^MU RI^ _J]SQ ,”RNNMU_JEI JNF^J_”Q OJYIQJ RJ¥SI Q^ ”_NMUSJ]IJ
 IQJWY  NQJEJ  ?JQ  OJSVF  R[JFN¥  _E  JSN¥IJ  ,1951-F  ,RNN_U^  ]LEQ  ]YPI
 ]YPI  NF^J_  Q^  ^J]NGI  R_P  RW  HHJS_IQ  WHJS  N_QF  TJNVNU  QW  _HSQS  JK

 ?JNK Q^ IN]FHP ,ZJFN¥I N]FL Q^ ”]JWI QW WJ¥W¥ JSP“ F][U^ ,RNN]J¥SI
 NHJIN  ^]Y  _J]NH_  RNUSKSI  )1924-1847(  ZFWN  FEK  Q^  JN]JYNVQ  JVLNN_IF
 ¥L^SF JK _JSHQ JNI^ RNHN¥Y_I QW HJSWQ QNNE QNG ^¥FS ,NF]WQ ^YJLSI
 ,”JK _JSH ,EVNG HLS“ .IUN_^QYF NHJINI FJ^NNI _N^E]F NF]W-NHJINI _JNJIKI
 QJFGI _E TSVQ EJI ]JYNVF INHN¥Y_S HLE .QJFG TSNV _UNLFF ENI“ ,F_JP EJI
 _SEF INI FPJ]I NP IU[VI Q^ IYJVF RNHSQ RNE]J¥IJ ,RNF]WQ RNHJIN TNF
 JUE  RE  ,EVNG  OHNES  .)’^HL‘  NHJIN  _JNIQ  NJE]  H[NP  OPS  RNHSQ  XEJ(  NHJIN
 N]I ,I_JSQWNI NUYQ WG] IS[WQ^P JK _JSH RNULJFJ ,WG]Q IU[VI _E RNENY¥S
 .JN]HV _E _W]JYJ J_JE I[JL ENI^ OPF I[JWU QJFGI _E TSVQ I_QJPN NP ]J]F
 VJUEN _JSH ,RNNEQP TF TNWS EJI EQE ,NHJIN JUNEJ NF]W JUNE ^YJLSI FPJ]I

7 .”NF]W-NHJIN – _NYJ[]Y-JH

 _JF^NN_II _N^E] Q^ ”NF]W-NHJINI ^]Y”-Q VLNF RUSE JF_PU IQE RN]FH
 ,_JNJIKI TNF^ QJFGI _WN]Y QW FJ^LQ INI T_NU JF THNWF ,IUN_^QYF _NHJINI
 ,WG]Q IU[VI _E ENY¥IQ JQH^QJ IYJ[I _E _J_YQ ^¥FS IKFJ¥JF^ ]^YE OE
 Q  ̂_JQJFGI _E I_JW[SEF WJ]YQ ,I_JSQWNI NUYQ WG] ,IS[WQ^P I_JE TJLFQ
 I]PIQ IUSKIP RWYI _JQJFGI _WN]YF _JE]Q T_NU .NLPJUI THNWF RG _JNJIKI

.RNUNMVQYQ RNHJIN TNF VJNYQJ
 I_JE OJYIQJ TJENKJSI TS _N_JUSEI I]N[NI _E EN[JIQ I^WSQ ^¥NF IKFJ¥JF
 NIJK  .NM_VEI  IP]W  QW  ]^Y_IQ  NQFS  _EK  QPJ  ,^SS  Q^  _NMNQJY  IQJWYQ
 ENI ,HN ]LEQP INUY-QW XJQLQ IF RNUUJF_SQ _]^YES IUNE^ _JUSE _]N[N
 R^Q RNP]H ^FGQ NQJEJ ,¥HM[IQ ,¥NH[IQ ,LPJJ_IQ ,IHSW MJ¥UQ RINQW IYJP
 ZJFN¥ Q^ NKP]SI QPJEI ]HLF ]N¥ QW JK I]N[N Q^ I_F[I .RNN¥I ]HVI NJUN^
 ENI .INQES _UFJS IUNE ,IPJ]W_F INJQ_^ INSHIF IKFJ¥JF WN[I^ NYP RW]F

 .9 'SW ,R^ .7

 IPJFV  _NMNQJY  _JEN[S  RW  ILJPU  _JHHJS_I  ZJFN¥I  N]FLS  _^]JH  I_NNI
 IFNVI I_NNI _EK NQJE .RNNUNN_YJ RNFNI]S RNWF[F RINUYF _G[JS ,_FP]JSJ
 _E _J¥FJLI _JNJSHI N_^ Q^ TINHNF RNSJHE RNQGH IKFJ¥JF HN¥YI INNMWF^
 RNNQEV]FNUJEI RNP]WQ R_VI TS RNKS]S RI .IN]FW NU^S X¥NII _FL] J_]N[N
 ,]NW[I ]SJ^I _WJU_Q ONN_^SI ,ZJFN¥I N]FL RNFNNL_S R]JEQ^ RNNUESJIIJ
 _JUSEI _]N[N RG I_^WU R_]GVSF^ RNNQEV]FNUJEI RNP]WQJ RINNL _E QIUQ

 ._EKI IFNI]SIJ _NU_YE^I
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RW]F ]N¥
  QPJEI ]HLF ]N¥Q ]JN[

Baram wall II 2011-2012,
Oil on canvas
in five parts

,2012-2011     RW]F ]N¥
HF QW TS^

RN¥QL I^NSLF

110x90 ,HF QW TS^ ,RJHE QGH RW I]WUGirl with red flag, oil on canvas, 110x90

II
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110x180 ,HF QW TS^ ,QPJEI ]HLThe dining hall, oil on canvas, 110x180



2021

110x180 ,HF QW TS^ ,_VUPI _NFThe Synagogue, oil on canvas, 110x180
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110x180 ,HF QW TS^ ,INVUPIThe Church, oil on canvas, 110x180



2425

110x90 ,HF QW TS^ ,RJHE QGH RW ]FGMan with red flag, oil on canvas, 110x90

NM]Y ]N¥
RN]FLJ ILY^S NUF Q^ RIN_FS IQE^IF RN]JN[

2012-2000 RNU^IS _JHJFW
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 )2001( VJ¥VJ¥ QPJE QJ_L RW ^NE
 60x80 ,HF QW TS^

FNFE Q_ ,FNFE NSWU XVJE

Man with cat eating couscous )2001(
Oil on canvas, 60x80
Collection of Neomi Aviv, Tel Aviv

100x130 ,HF QW TS^ ,)2001( RN^NJ]H
JKJ]FSJQ QENUH ‘]HJ NQM XVJE

TJ]^I _S]

Dervishes )2001(, oil on canvas, 130x100
Collection of Taly & Dr. Daniel Lombrozo 
Ramat HaSharon
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90x90 ,HF QW TS^ ,)2002( _JLJ] _U^J^
¥UF TQNE ‘YJ]YJ IQSY XVJE

TJ]^I _S]

Rose of wind )2002(, oil on canvas, 90x90 
Collection of Pamela & Prof. Ilan Bank 
Ramat HaSharon

70x90 ,HF QW TS^ ,)2007( _JWJF^
XJUNSNUF NVJN TJFKW

FNFE Q_ ,TSE U&U IN]QG _JFNHEF

Shavouot )2007(, oil on canvas, 90x70
Estate of Yossi Binyaminof 
Courtesy of N&N Aman Gallery, Tel Aviv
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Sigal & Micha )2004( 
Oil on canvas, 110x140
Collection of Micha & Sigal Shwartz, Rishon LeZion

 )2004( IPNSJ QGNV
140x110 ,HF QW TS^

TJN[Q TJ^E] ,Z]JJ^ QGNVJ IPNS XVJE
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 )2004( RNU[NQ ]NN[S
76x61 ,IQ¥N‘K VYHI QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

TJN[Q TJ^E] ,NM]Y XVJE

Painting clowns )2004(
Aquarelle & acrylic on giclee print, 76x61 
Private collection, Rishon LeZion

 )2012( NUENHUNE
76x61 ,IQ¥N‘K VYHI QW ¥NQN]¥EJ _NUYN JNH

TJN[Q TJ^E] ,NM]Y XVJE

indian )2012(
Japanese ink & acrylic on giclee print, 76x61
Private collection, Rishon LeZion
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 )2004( ]JSL
61x76 ,IQ¥N‘K VYHI QW ¥NQN]¥EJ _NUYN JNH

TJN[Q TJ^E] ,NM]Y XVJE

Donkey )2004(
Japanese ink & acrylic on giclee print, 61x76 
Private collection, Rishon LeZion

 )2008( RN]JSL
61x76 ,IQ¥N‘K VYHI QW ¥NQN]¥EJ _NUYN JNH

TJN[Q TJ^E] ,NM]Y XVJE

Donkeys )2008( 
Japanese ink & acrylic on giclee print, 61x76
Private collection, Rishon LeZion
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 70x90 ,HF QW TS^ )2008( QM
FNFE Q_ ,FJSNVNU QM ‘]H XVJE

Tal )2008( oil on canvas ,70x90
Collection of Dr. Tal Nisimov, Tel Aviv

80x80 ,HF QW TS^ )2003( ]SJ^
VN]Y ,NFNM QEJ‘K XVJE

Shomer )2003( oil on canvas, 80x80
Collection of Joelle Tibi, Paris
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 )2002( RN¥J_S MWSP RNNL
 25x16.5 ]NNU QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

 VN]Y ,NFNM TQNS XVJE

Almost sweet life )2002(
Aquarelle & acrylic on paper, 25x16.5
Collection of Mylene Tibi, Paris

)2001( I¥VJM RJE
ZWJ ]NNU QW ^NU]JJ ¥NQN]¥E

 30.5x24.5

Z]JJ^ QGNVJ IPNS XVJE
TJN[Q TJ^E]

Oum Tosca )2001( 
Aquarelle, acrylic & varnish on paper & wood
30.5x24.5

Collection of Micha & Sigal Shwartz
Rhishon LeZion
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 )2001( YJQHEJG ,I^E
12.5x20 ]NNU QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

IKFJ¥JF INFQNVJ M]FQN‘K XVJE
FNFE Q_

Woman, Guadeloupe )2001( 
Aquarelle & acrylic on paper, 20x12.5
Collection of Gilbert & Silvie Bokobza  
Tel Aviv

)2001( YJQHEJG ,]FG
12.5x20 ]NNU QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

IKFJ¥JF INFQNVJ M]FQN‘K XVJE
FNFE Q_

Man, Guadeloupe )2001(
Aquarelle & acrylic on paper, 20x12.5
Collection of Gilbert & Silvie Bokobza 
Tel Aviv
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)2001( YJQHEJG XJL
20x12.5 ]NNU QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

¥UF N]EI ‘YJ]YJ I]NNS XVJE
FNFE Q_

Sea shore, Guadeloupe )2001( 
Aquarelle & acrylic on paper, 20x12.5
Collection of Myra & Prof. Harry Bank 
Tel Aviv

 )2002( RJHE TJH^
60x56 ,HF QW TS^

JKJ]FSJQ QENUH ‘]HJ NQM XVJE
FNFE  Q_

Little red devil )2002(
Oil on canvas, 60x56
Collection of Taly & Dr. Daniel Lombrozo 
Tel Aviv
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 40x30 ,HF QW TS^ )2001( XJ^UN
FNFE Q_ ,FJSNVNU QM ‘]H XVJE

Owl )2001( oil on canvas, 40x30
Collection of Dr. Tal Nisimov, Tel Aviv

80X80 ,HF QW TS^ )2001( XJUF RN_F
QEJS^ _WFG ,NM]Y XVJE

Houses in view )2001( oil on canvas, 80x80 
Private collection, Givat Shemuel
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 )2004( I]JQY
]NNUJ IS]GJQJI QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

29.5x41.5

¥UF N]EI ‘YJ]YJ I]NNS XVJE
FNFE Q_

Flora )2004( 
Aquarelle & acrylic on hologram & paper
29.5x41.5 

Collection of Myra  & Prof. Harry Bank
Tel Aviv

 )2004( I¥VNQHJE
]NNUJ RJQN[ ,IS]GJQJI QW ¥NQN]¥E

22x26

¥]F TJWS^ ‘]HJ N_J] XVJE
FNFE Q_

Odalisque )2004( 
Acrylic on hologram, photography & paper
22x26

Collection of Ruty & Dr. Shimon Barak 
Tel Aviv
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 )2012( MVNQMUNN]JEI
 45x44 ,TJM]¥ QW QMVY N]NG

FNFE Q_ ,¥NFJ]JF HNUJEQ XVJE

The Orientalist )2012( 
Chalk pastels on cardboard, 45x44
Collection of Leonid Borovik, Tel Aviv

)2001( RNQMUNN]JE RNL]Y
110x90 ,HF QW TS^

RNN_WFG ,QEU_U NMJS ‘]H XVJE

Oriental Flowers )2001(
Oil on canvas, 110x90
Collection of Dr. Moti Netanel, Givataim
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 )2005( RNI _JHJVJ QENUH
 24x24 ,]NNU QW ¥NQN]¥EJ Q]JJ¥E

 ¥UF TQNE ‘YJ]YJ IQSY XVJE
TJ]^I _S]

Daniel and the secrets of the sea )2005( 
Aquarelle and acrylic on paper, 24x24
Collection of  Pamela & Prof. Ilan Bank 
Ramat HaSharon

 )2009( FNFE Q_—JYN
36x47.5 TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥E

]GUNV NSNNEJ ZP .V .HJH XVJE
 FNFE Q_

Jaffa-Tel aviv )2009( 
Acrylic on cardboard, 36x47.5
Collection of David S. Katz & Amy Singer
Tel Aviv
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From 2000-2012

Private wall
Paintings on loan from
the homes of Family and friends

  RJHE QGH RW I]WU
45x55 ,TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ JNH

Girl with red flag
Ink & acrylic on cardboard 55x45
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 90x110 ,TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ JNH ,QPJEI ]HLThe dining hall, ink & acrylic on cardboard, 90x110



5657

90x110 ,TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ JNH ,_VUPI _NFThe Synagogue, ink & acrylic on cardboard, 90x110



5859

90x110 ,TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ JNH ,INVUPIThe Church, ink & acrylic on cardboard, 90x110



6061

RJHE QGH RW ]FG
 45x55 ,TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ JNH

Man with red flag
Ink & acrylic on cardboard, 55x45

 ,2011-2010    RW]F ]N¥
TJM]¥ QW ¥NQN]¥EJ _NUYN JNH

  RN¥QL I^NSLF

Baram wall I 2010-2011,
Japanese ink & acrylic on cardboard
In five parts

Baram wall
A mural for the dining hall

I
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rationalize it or maybe to forge means and ways bringing  a change in 
the political order of things to which it alludes.

The hanging of this oeuvre on the central wall of Kibbutz Baram's dining 
hall, as Bokobza suggests in a simulation that is par t of the exhibition, 
is not clearly self-explanatory. It demands from kibbutz members to 
face up to a complicated and messy political reality, presented however 
in breathtaking and beguiling colors. Maybe this was th e reason why 
Bokobza placed the red flags in the trust hands of two fi gures who 
embrace his broad-scoped oeuvre on its two sides. They proba bly 
refer to the humane and universal values in the light of w hich the 
kibbutz members, belonging to the Shomer Hatza'ir movement, s hould 
purportedly lead their lives, and to the universal values within whose 
framework this spectacular, aspiring art work also had been created.

to wrap themselves in the identity of the others, the origi nal dweller 
of the place? Does it express a desire of kibbutz members to i ntegrate 
within 'the wild and romantic atmosphere' of the place and t o become 
its 'authentic residents', despite the fact that they left the v illage after 
two years )1951( and founded their kibbutz close by? And maybe this act 
teaches us about an unconscious attempt to deal with the st ain of the 
expulsion of the original members of the village, which is  burned 'as a 
tattoo on the skin' of the kibbutz members, as Rivka Ziv puts it? 
Examining the stories of Ze'ev Yavetz )1847-1924(, which reca ll the 
repeated occasions in which a Jewish horseman dressed as Arabs  at 
the beginning of the Jewish Yishuv in Palestine, Gil Eyal makes the 
following point: "On the one hand," he says, "this fig ure marking a 
boundary… the boundary between Jews and Arabs; since the read ers 
learn at the end of the scene that the rider is really a Jew )and even how 
worthy it is to be a 'new' Jew(. On the other hand, if we freeze the scene 
for a moment, and examine this figure specifically, a minu te before 
it disappears, then it is clear that its ability to mar k the boundary is 
attached to the fact that it crosses the boundary and destr oys its order. 
The costumed rider actually is neither Arab nor Jew but a sort of hybrid, 
a Janus two-faced Jew-Arab." 7

Eyal's insight relates to the Jewish-Arab horseman at the b eginning of 
Jewish settlement in Palestine, during an era in which it wa s possible 
to think of blurring and abolishing the boundary betw een identities; 
however, it is possible that Bokobza seeks to lure and to seduce the 
viewer 'to freeze the scene for a moment,' to examine it in its ow n 
right, a minute before it evaporates, and hence to blur the boundaries 
of identities now, also in the present era. He may invite u s to blur 
these boundaries, seeing it as conducive and necessary step tow ards 
reconciliation between Jews and Palestinians. And indeed, Boko bza's 
artistic feat bears its political intention on its sleeves. He sought to bring 
his artistic oeuvre out of the museum and to turn it into a controversial 
public act, and all this without yet compromising its es thetic value. 
The oeuvre is an art work that makes it impossible for i ts observers to 
pass it by offhandedly. It forces one to deal with it da ily and to form a 
stand towards the story depicted in it, to argue with it , to justify it, to 

7. Ibid., p. 9
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document the atmosphere of the kibbutz which was founded in 1949, a 
year after the establishment of the State of Israel. This means that the act 
of dressing in costumes by the female kibbutz members was done in an 
era in which the metaphor of the East was said to have al ready lost its 
propitious meaning; it is done in an era in which an accelerated process 
began leading, as Gil Eyal describes it, "the removal of the enchantment 
from the East."

It may be that the breaking point on the axis of time is  not as clear cut 
as Gil Eyal seeks to claim, since very seldom such a break t ranspires. 
Generally speaking, processes involving change in ways of l iving and 
of vogues do not testify to a distinct chronological cont inuity. They 
tend to display hybrid quality: past and present co-exis t and create an 
anachronistic whole, a temporal coherence. Thus, on face value,  the 
orientation of the Jewish settlement project, following the establishment 
of the State of Israel, explains the temporal break that E yal suggests; it 
moves along the logical imperative: "Out with the old in favor of the 
new“. In other words, the East and its metaphors are doo med to clear 
the way for the West and its metaphors. But this process,  as we can 
learn from the experience of Kibbutz Baram, as well as from other 
settlements, did not occur: the past continued to echo strong ly in the 
present, that is to say 'what was then the present'? "Why did we," as Rivka 
Ziv asks, "specifically choose to call our kibbutz 'Baram'? As a historical 
tie? A desire for continuity? Why not, for instance 'Ein H aGalil'? 'Apple 
Hill'? 'Bet Tzurim' or 'Forest Village?" Answering these questi ons, Ziv 
says: "There was something in the abandoned village that pulled at 
our heartstrings. There was in it a wild, romantic, east ern atmosphere. 
The ancient synagogue was a marvelous background for phot ographs. 
The church bell was a magnet for our hearts; and we pulled its rope in 
order to hear its resounding bong. On Purim we dressed up as Arabs and 
wrapped our heads and necks in kafiyas. We wanted to fit in after the 
bitter battles. The Land was ours. Not so long ago, th e Arabs were our 
enemies; and now we wanted and believed in reconciliation."  
Let us repeat. "On Purim“, writes Rivka Ziv, "we dressed u p as Arabs 
and wrapped our heads and necks with kafiyas." Is it po ssible to see 
in this act as prompted by a desire of the new residents of  the place 

At face value, Palestinians are the theme of this scene, however , the 
matter is not at all so simple and clear cut. It all depen ds upon who 
do we ask. On the one hand, the scene staged before the observer  
encourages us to think that we indeed are observing Palestin ians; but 
on the other, we know that the artist chose to borrow his inspiration for 
these figures from photographs found in the kibbutz archi ves. These 
photos document female kibbutz members, dressed up in Arab costume. 
He went even further and placed at their side the donkey rider,  whose 
true identity is unknown. Is he a Jew dressed as an Arab, a local Arab, or 
an Arab-Jew? There is no way of knowing for sure.

How can we make sense of this mélange of identities? What is  the 
intention of the women leading them to wear costumes? As we know, 
however, costume wearing may fulfill various functions. S ometimes it 
conveys a gesture intending to express respect for the true bear ers of 
the identity one seeks to mime, on other occasions, it intend s to mock 
the true bearers of this identity. As it is widely known,  early Jewish 
settlement in Palestine displayed a deep ambivalence towards t he 
place and ways of life of its inhabitants. It displayed , probably like the 
attitude of the kibbutz members who wore the costumes, acceptan ce 
and rejection, mimicry and rejection, respect and loathing. Y et, at the 
very beginning, Jewish pioneers portended a sympathetic appro ach 
towards the place, an approach that sought to blend in w ith Middle 
Eastern environment and to become an inseparable part of it . Zionist 
ideology, as Gil Eyal notes, "demanded that the Jews not o nly return to 
the Land of Israel physically, but also reform themselves,  the shedding 
of the traits of the galut )diaspora( and becoming pion eers. The East 
instantly became both the place allowing reform and refinemen t and 
also a fruitful source of concrete symbols, expressing the break between 
old and new identity... This approach", Eyal continues, "has changed 
fundamentally after the establishment of the State of Isra el; since then 
we witness an accelerated process in which the metaphor of the E ast 
has been drained from the meaning it had held in the past and it has lost 
its coherence." 6

It should be noted here that the kibbutz archives, from whi ch the artist 
borrowed the images of the kibbutz members dressed up in cost umes, 

6. Gil Eyal, The Removal of Enchantment from the East, p. 12, Van Lear Institute in Jerusalem/
HaKibbutz HaMeuhad, 2005.
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Completion and contrast increasingly gain scope before the ey e of the 
observer as his eyes wander the length and width of the oeuv re. At the 
center of the drama appears the constitutive act, the activity  that ties 
inextricably man to the place: the toiling of the soil. Th is central piece 
is reflected by the presence of the tractor, a reminder of modern ity, 
which plows furrows in the red soil, as well as the farm er, digging in 
the ground with his hoe.

In her memoirs from those days, kibbutz member Rivka Ziv provides us 
an echo of the exalted feeling that characterized these activities: "Upon 
this red tractor, we swear allegiance to the wilderness in wh ich fruit 
trees are planted and plow the land that fellahin before us  plowed."4 

This scene then interweaves past, present and future: Hebrew fa rmers 
engage in the conquest of labor placed opposite to the ruins  of an 
ancient synagogue. This drama seen in the painting ingeniously reflects 
the "Janus face" of modern nationalism, as Tom Nairn, th e scholar of 
nationalism, puts it: 'While modern nationalism works in the name of 
progress and modernization, it borrows its inspiration  from ancient 
past.' 5

On both sides of the main scene – "conquest by labor" - the artist places 
human figures. The identity of the five figures, standing  on the right 
of the main scene, raises no doubt: they are male and female kibbutz 
members. We see two complacent men, joined together in camaraderie, 
their faces spread with confidence. Next to them there are three women 
coming out in dance, wrapped in colorfully hemmed, full-length dresses. 
The artist places the figures at the flourishing front of  the kibbutz. The 
drama teaches of renewal, of continual regenesis, of calm and  joyous 
life.

But while the identifying features of these five figures and their activity 
blend well with the scene taking place at center stage, the three figures 
standing on the left arouse curiosity. We see two women wra pped in 
indigenous Palestinian dresses and a thickly mustached man , riding 
on a donkey. The man's head is covered with a glittery whit e kafiya 
rounded with a black cord )aqal(. The artist places the figures in front of 
the church. We are witnesses, as it were, to cohesive unity composed of 
the original residents of the place and their shrine.
4. Rivka Ziv, ”Sion,“ Baram Bulletin of 4 November, 2011.
   Rivka Ziv is among the founders‘ group of Kibbutz Baram and daughter of Moshe and Tova Bar
   David, whose name the Museum bears.
5. Tom Nairn, Faces of Nationalism: Janus Revisited, Verso, 1997.

may think that Bokobza didn't have to trade on faraway terrains for 
inspiration: since his paintings bear a direct affinity to the oeuvres 
of a local hero, one who had already established close relat ions with 
Naive Art - the artist Yohanan Simon, who was a member of Kibbutz 
Gan Shmuel and provided depictions of kibbutz life and it s landscapes 
- heavily borrowing from this artistic fashion.

However, if not for the subversive twist suddenly catching the eye, 
a prank repeatedly employed by Bokobza in his works, the o bserver 
would cursorily dismiss them perhaps, judging them to b e a gratuitous 
display of kitsch or mimicry, lacking any innovative qu ality. Yet, the 
temptation to pass harsh judgments on his paintings i s nipped in the 
bud, following a sudden insight that "something here do esn't click," 
that the order of things has been violated, that the specta cular collage 
comprising figures, buildings and landscapes reflects an a ssortment 
that defies logic. The astute observer may suddenly realize th at the 
role Yohanan Simon plays in the oeuvres of Bokobza is identical to the 
one which Zaritsky played in the oeuvres of Abramson. The oeuvres of 
Simon and Zaritsky provide the fantasmatic backdrop against which the 
subversive brushes of Abramson and Bokobza respond in their work.

Bokobza's constructive subversion is poignantly displayed already in 
the depiction of the buildings which appear in the different scenes. The 
typical architectonic structures of the kibbutz, including the tower of the 
silo and the building covered with the red-tiled roofs are accompanied 
by a ruin of the stone building of the ancient synagogue along the ionic 
pillars that stood in its gates, the Maronite Church, w ith its broadly 
spanned arched gate and a bell tower with a soaring cross.  And so they 
all join company; architectonic remains from ancient past ) the ancient 
synagogue operated during the 4th and 5th centuries C.E.(,  architecture 
from more recent past )the church( and architecture of the presen t 
days )the kibbutz buildings(. They all create a spectacle sim ultaneously 
displaying continuity and contrast; harmony and disharmony. They tell 
the metamorphoses of the place that have been transpiring th roughout 
the many generations and hint at the demographic changeovers  of its 
residents. The paintings leave out nothing and seek to conceal nothing. 
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as widespread phenomena reflecting a trend in Israeli art.3  That is, 
Abramson's uses his abstract art as a medium to convey a political 
stand. Again, his brush work over the surface of newspap ers' pages 
consists of spreading, erasing and blurring the reality that lies beyond 
the patches of color, alluding to the blurring of the Pal estinian past 
in the artistic activities of Israeli artists, especially t hat of Zaritsky. 
Abramson's series of oeuvres sought to show how Israeli A bstract Art 
– associated with the school of "New Horizons" - was emplo yed, either 
willingly or inadvertently, in the service of the political goal of erasing 
the Palestinian past, while on the other hand rendering Jewish presence 
on the land as something to be taken for granted - indica ting, so to 
speak, the natural order of things.

Although both recall the Palestinian past of the place, Bokobza's oeuvres, 
which deal with Kibbutz Baram and Biram Village, follow  a different 
artistic style. Bokobza holds an intriguing dialogue wi th photographs 
found in the kibbutz's archives. While preserving the figurative images 
seen in the photographs, he disassembles and reassembles them  anew 
in his paintings. The result is a spectacular kaleidoscopic spread, a very 
extraordinary carnival of identities. It allows the viewer  to glean and 
selvage new meanings and readings of the past and to hold  a new and 
fruitful dialogue with the present.

The work consists of five different pieces presenting various  scenes 
of the kibbutz and its natural surrounding; they seeming ly provide a 
pastoral and idyllic depiction of this reality. This eff ect is elicited 
through the gay, cheerful and glittering colors and round  figures. 
The paintings recall somewhat the oeuvres of Matisse, endowi ng the 
depicted reality with a joyous festivity. The landscape, to o, with its 
abundance of hues and colors intensifies the enjoyment of the eye that 
lays its glances on the paintings.

It seems that Bokobza's work is inspired by Naive Art and  its heroes 
such as Henri Rousseau, Paul Gauguin and Anna Mary Rob ertson. It 
celebrates heartwarming scenes of rustic life. Simplicity, inn ocence, 
naivité, freshness, optimism, childishness, and harmony with nature - 
these are among the quintessential characteristics of this ar t. Yet, one 

3. Tali Tamir, Tzova: Simplification and Blindness; Larry Abramson: Tsoba )Exhibition's Catalogue(,  
    Tel Aviv, HaKibbutz Gallery of Art, 1995.

It seems that this insight accompanies the artistic endeavor  of Eliahou 
Eric Bokobza. He walks in the footsteps of a long tradit ion of Israeli 
artists who have traded on the terrains of Israeli art s uch as Yakov 
Steinhardt, Naftali Bezem, Danny Caravan, Ruth Schloss, Gershon 
Knispel, Moshe Gershuni, Pinhas Cohen and Larry Abramso n. All these 
artists have sought to make room for "the other" - the P alestinians - 
in their oeuvres; all of these artists attempted to reserve s pace for the 
Palestinians and their heritage in the collective consciousness of Jewish 
Israel.

It is important to note that these are Jewish artists, pl aying the role 
assigned to them by Roger Simon, that is, they challenge Jewish national 
narrative from within.2   They reflect courageous readiness to include "the 
other" within Israel's national narrative, even when "this other" appears 
as a disturbance, as a threat to their ability to susta in their national 
identity as a coherent entity. Their artistic endeavor is testimony to the 
necessary affinity between the political and the artistic. It  is testimony 
to the inevitable relevance of art to the political reality in which the artist 
lives and works. It teaches that the artist cannot abdicate his obligation, 
his duty to take a moral and political stand. It is p roof that any artistic 
endeavor seeking to ignore existential problems, characteristi c of the 
reality in which the artist lives and works, is in dang er of turning his 
work into a grotesque and embarrassing escapist act.

Considering the artists mentioned above, Bokobza apparently conducts 
a direct and intriguing dialogue with the oeuvres of Larr y Abramson, 
who is, in turn, carrying on a dialogue with the aquar elles of Yosef 
Zaritsky. Abramson's painting series Tzova )1995( is a well known takeoff 
on Zaritsky's aquarelles dedicated to the same topic – the landscapes of 
Kibbutz Tzova.  It is sort of a "variation on a theme," assuming however 
an important twist. 

Neither Abramson nor Bokobza intend to depict concrete entities , may 
it be human figures or natural landscapes - but rather v isual images of 
the concrete. The message of Abramson's oeuvres is straightfor ward; 
he deals with "the blind spot of Zaritsky," described by Tali Tamir 

2. The oeuvres of Palestinian artists, bearing Israeli citizenship, such as: Assam Abu-Shakra, Abid 
Abadi, Anisa Ashkar and Sharif Wakid are found in conformity with their Palestinian identity despite 
the fact that their identity itself is most often paved with difficult dilemmas and misgivings. This is 
by virtue of the fact that they work and live in the Israeli society and create in the Israeli art scene.
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makes similar a claim connecting him purportedly to the place? Well, he 
is doomed, he is inevitably perceived as a temporary sojour ner in the 
land, someone whose origins are extraneous to the boundari es of the 
disputed territory, "the other" becomes an unwanted guest wh ose stay 
is limited in time; it is to be soon expired! Indeed, the f antasy - either 
revealed or hidden - of both sides is to cleanse the place of the alien and 
belligerent presence of the other and to turn the disputed territory into a 
place inhabited exclusively by its indigenous people, the tru e sons and 
daughters of the nation. 

This depiction is widely endorsed by many official agents of the 
nation - Jews and Palestinians alike, it is to be found in their respective 
national narratives. But these agents are not the only on es entrusted 
with the work aiming at the cultivation of national narratives and their 
symbolic boundaries. Civil society, with its abundance of  non-official 
agents, supplies not only a fertile pasture for activity that is in keeping 
with the official narratives, but gives also expression t o activity that 
challenges and subverts official rendition of the national  narrative and 
its exclusive linear logic. This activity, breaching this r igid logic, is a 
necessary step towards mutual recognition and reconciliation.

Cultural and artistic activity - in its multifaceted for ms and 
manifestations – has always bore an important role in this context. 
Literature, cinema, theater and the plastic arts provide a f ew of the 
arenas in which activity of this sort is carried out. It reflects the role of 
culture and art as a subversive, avant-garde activity. But the subversive 
element germane to this activity does not necessarily seek to p romote 
subversion for its own sake – subversion for subversion 's sake - nor 
is it led by the desire to undermine the basic legitimacy of the Jewish 
State and its national existence. The leading moral imperat ive is that a 
constructive challenge to conventional mode of thinking is n ecessary 
for the possibility of designing a better and more human  social reality.  
As Roger Simon, a philosopher of education puts it, the inclusion of all 
chapters of history - whether bright or dark - in the na rration of the 
nation is necessary for the cultural and moral development of the nation 
itself.1

1. Roger Simon, Remembrance, Learning and Ethics, New York: Palgrave; The Touch of the Past,  
   Macmillan, 2005. 

Bokobza in Baram: Art as Constructive Subversion 
Written by Prof. Yossi Yona - Ben Gurion University in the Negev

One of the more amusing scenes - but no less strong - in t he 
documentary film Cut )2000( of Nizar Hasan, which dealt with Moshav 
Agur located in the region of the plain south of Bet Shemesh, takes place 
at the time of exchange of words between the director and one o f the 
moshav members. In this scene the director asks the man, ori ginally 
from Kurdistan, to explain the reason for the moshav in habitants' 
reluctance to speak about the history of the village )Ajur(  and about its 
Palestinian inhabitants who had been expelled from it dur ing the War 
of Independence. While mending his business, feeding the cows i n the 
barnyard, the man shrugged his shoulders, expressed mild astonishment 
and quipped: "Only a jackass doesn't know that Arabs were here before 
us".

The reply caused loud laughter among those who attended the screening 
of the film at the Cinemateque in Tel Aviv. What was so f unny about 
his answer? It might be that this reaction had to do wi th the speaker's 
identity and his nonchalant reaction to the provocative qu estion 
addressed to him by the director. Here is a man, a farmer, dared to say 
in simple language the truth which so many know and yet fear to say; 
he didn't seem bothered or irked when uttering the words in front of the 
camera and he was apparently indifferent to the fact his interlocutor is 
Palestinian; he spoke without a shred of protest and without any attempt 
to apologize for the obvious fact:  it was just another prosaic fact of life; 
nothing worth making a fuss over.

But this fact, its affirmation and denial, assumes a cr ucial role in the 
ongoing political drama engulfing Jews and Arabs for over a century. It 
is related to the very essence of to the long and bloody Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict. Each party to the protracted conflict exerts unendin g efforts 
aiming to present a linear national narrative of revival  and renewal, 
connecting it exclusively to the disputed territory. History is selectively 
recruited by each side to ground its exclusive claim to the pl ace, 
providing seemingly firm evidence tracing its roots back in to time 
immemorial. And what about "the other" of this drama, the one who 
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The lintel was found by the French archeologist Renan in 18 61 and is 
kept today in the Louvre Museum in Paris. A copy of the o riginal is on 
permanent exhibition in Bar David Museum. 
”This Place“, where the museum is located and in which the exh ibition 
takes place, is also that which the artist specified as its  destination: 
the dining hall of Kibbutz Baram. The painting conducts a dialogue 
with photographs from the archives of Kibbutz Baram fro m the 
period between 1949-1951, during which the kibbutz members w ere 
accommodated in the Village of Birim. While preserving  the colorful 
and happy figurative foundations of the Naive Style, th e artist invites 
the viewer to observe the complex past of “This Place“. The proposal can 
be seen in the treated photograph in the exhibition.
As noted, to this large-scoped oeuvre, the artist chose to a ttach an 
additional group: the ’Private Wall‘. This body of oeuvr es had been 
painted over the last twelve years. The commonality among them is that 
they are hung or dependent upon specific places, creating connecti ons 
with those places, with the private homes and sometimes with the dining 
room of family members  and friends.  A portion of these oeuvres were 
intendedly painted for a specific person, paralleling Bokob za‘s other 
artistic projects, feeding off of them or acting as sketches of ideas that 
would be developed in other oeuvres.

This Place
Sol Lenzini. Curator and CEO of Bar David Museum

A visit to the apartment of Eliahou Eric Bokobza leaves o ne 
simultaneously amazed and enchanted. It is lit by natural  light that 
enters through large windows from the courtyard. Inside t here is no 
meaningless article. The home is rich in objects: glasses, ves sels, dolls, 
toys and small collections. All seem styled and strictly organized, clean 
and polished as in a pharmacy.
The variety of objects in the kitchen and the living room i s, just as 
his rich paintings, mischievously blending the sight wit h harmony, 
connecting East to West, bringing joy both to the eye and to the heart.
Bokobza was born in Paris to a family of Tunisian origins. 
At the age of six, he made aliya with his parents to Isr ael. After his 
military service he studied pharmacology and opened a pharm acy, in 
which he worked. just until a few years ago. At the age of thirty-two he 
decided to study at the Kalisher School of Art, approxima tely ten years 
combining work in the pharmacy and developing his art. 
During this period, Bokobza exhibited in many solo and group 
exhibitions.
My first contact with Bokobza was in 2006, after his ”Betzal‘el – Version 
B“, during his preparation of the works for ”Jaffa“ fo r The Nahum 
Guttman Museum. After termination of this exhibition, i n 2010 he 
returned to me, presenting the idea of an exhibition which i s location 
related – this place.
The name for his present exhibition at the Bar David Museu m ”This 
Place“, was chosen by Bokobza. It includes two groups from  Bokobza‘s 
oeuvre: the first is ’Baram Wall‘, the second is ’Private Wall‘. The ’Baram 
Wall‘ section consists of five monumental paintings, on which Bokobza 
elaborated for the last two years. He had designated it especially for this 
place. The title ”This Place“ is derived from the inscription: ”Let there be 
peace in this place and in all the places of Israel Yose HaLevi  son of Levi 
made this lintel. Blessing upon his deeds and peace“. It is worthwhile to 
mention here, that the Hebrew text of this same dedication wa s found 
on the gate lintel of one of the synagogues of ancient Baram )the smaller 
of the two ancient Baram synagogues, the one which no long er exists(. 
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This placeThis place


